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Cancel culture is a phrase contemporary to the 
late 2010s and early 2020s used to refer to a 
form of ostracism in which someone is thrust 
out of social or professional circles – whether 

it be online, on social media, or in person.

What is cancel 
culture?

It is often said to take the form of boycotting
or shunning an individual (often a celebrity) 
who is deemed to have acted or spoken in an 

unacceptable manner

Wikipedia



Objectives

Are there good and bad reasons 
to cancel? The difference 

between misinformation and 
opinions  

Analyse a few cases of 
cancellation of famous 

people such as Andrew 
Tate and J.K. Rowling

01 02 03
Cancel culture as a political or 

social response to the 
information online 





What are the main topics discussed 
through social media platforms on 
which cancel culture focuses on? 



Resources
• news reports/ interviews 
• Cancel Culture Series - Media diversity institute https://www.media-diversity.org/cancel-culture-series-interview-

with-frankie-morgan/
• science data reports

⚬ How to shape academic freedom in the digital age? Are the retractions of opinionated papers a prelude to “cancel 
culture” in academia? https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S266651822100022X

⚬ Censoring the Mind https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/pdf/10.1080/03064229008534858 
• psychology research studies on online social interactions

⚬ Why can’t we stop fighting about cancel culture https://courses.bowdoin.edu/sociology-1101-spring-2020/wp-
content/uploads/sites/319/2020/05/What-is-cancel-culture_-Why-we-keep-fighting-about-canceling-
people.-Vox.pdf 

⚬ The influence of a scandal on parasocial relationship, parasocial interaction, and parasocial breakup 
https://psycnet.apa.org/record/2015-01021-001

• online forums discussing cancel culture as a positive or negative movement 
⚬ You are Cancelled: Virtual Collective Consciousness and the Emergence of Cancel Culture as Ideological Purging 

https://pdfs.semanticscholar.org/dd2e/c36189e588a491cff61a0fba26114c6a5ada.pdf 
⚬ The Omnipresence of Cancel Culture: A Balanced Contrast 

http://www.ripublication.com/ijhss21/ijhssv11n1_05.pdf



Keywords Ideas

Cancel (plus name) 

Boycot (plus name)

Calling out  

Misinformation 

Free Speech 
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